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ABSTRACT 
Self-similar structure of the carbon thin films, obtained by magnetron sputtering is 
investigated numerically. Statistical parameters are calculated within two dimensional 
multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis. The numerical model for the surfaces under 
investigation was build from the SEM images of the carbon thin films. It is shown that 
the self-similarity in surface roughness preserves over all fragments of the sample, and 
through different resolutions of the SEM images. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The self-similar or self-affine structures are widely presented in all areas 
of the nature science [1]. The self-similarity means that the each segment of the 
initial set has the same structure as the whole object. The properties of such 
systems can be described by special parameters, like fractal dimension (or set 
of dimensions or multifractal spectrum in case of complex structures), mass 
exponent and other [2]. In our work we introduce the investigation of the self-
similar structure of the carbon films by numerical methods of scaling analysis. 
The samples of the carbon condensate were obtained in nanoelectronic depart-
ment of Sumy State University. Our calculation allows to present a quantitative 
characteristic of the surface roughness, and to compare it for different part of 
the sample. 
DEPOSITION OF THE THIN FILMS UNDER INVESTIGATION 
Carbon condensates were obtained by deposition of the ion-sputtering sub-
stance onto (001) KCl facets according to original technique [3].  
In order to investigate the self similarity in the structure of the surface of 
the  film,  we  select  the  four  SEM  pictures  of  the  same  area  of  the  surface  at  
different resolutions, and also four pictures of the different areas of the film at 
equal resolution. For each SEM image a numerical model was build. This mod-
el presented by surface in Cartesian coordinates, where each point defined by 
the numbers and brightness of the pixel in related image. Example of the sur-
face image and corresponded numerical model presented in figure 1  
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Fig. 1 – SEM images of the carbon thin films and related numerical model 
 
METHOD FOR IMAGE ANALYSIS  
All surfaces were investigated within two dimensional multifractal 
detrended fluctuation analysis (MF-DFA) [4]. This algorithm allows for calcu-
lation of main parameters of the self similar structure, such as mass exponent, 
and multifractal spectrum [1,2]. The base of the MF-DFA is a fluctuation func-
tion qF , which satisfies the scaling relation: 
 
                                                        ( )( ) ~ h qqF s s , (1) 
where s is a scaling parameter, h(q) – generalized Hurst exponent. If the 
object under investigation has a self similar structure, the dependence (1) must 
be linear in logarithmic scales. Examples of relation (1) for the surfaces of the 
carbon thin films presented in figure 2. 
 
Fig. 2 – Relation (1) in logarithmic scales for the surfaces of the carbon thin films  
plotted at different negative (a) and positive (b) q values 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We calculate and compared the mass exponent and multifractal spectrum 
for all surfaces. The results are shown in figure 3. 
 
Fig. 3 – Mass exponent (a) and the multifractal spectrum (b) of the carbon thin film 
surfaces at different SEM images resolutions 
 
As it can be seen from the figure, the calculated parameters for different 
parts of the surfaces are almost coinciding for 0q !  values. This result con-
firms the surmise about self-similar structure of the condensate surface. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Above consideration shows, that the carbon condensates has the self-
similar structure. This conclusion follows from the coinciding parameters at 
positive deformation parameter q. Nevertheless, when q<0, calculated parame-
ters are strongly distinguishing. We explain this situation by the statistical 
meaning of the q parameter, which negative values related to the small fluctua-
tions of the surface roughness, i.e. the self –similarity parameters at q<0 repre-
sent the small details of the SEM images and can include the technical noise, 
which are always present in the  image.       
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